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Russian oligarch Petr Damyanovitch had amassed his fortune through ruthlessness and charisma. His war
record had been exemplary: as one of the most talented snipers in the Russian Army he had survived the
blood-soaked killing fields of Stalingrad, and been present at the fall of Berlin. But after the collapse of the
USSR his obsession became to restore his nation's place in the world, using the untamed destructiveness of
the international bond markets to wreak havoc upon those he blames for its demise. Newfound allies on Wall
Street and in a pragmatic White House would collaborate in his conspiracy, by supreme irony assisted by an
Islamic fundamentalist with a vendetta against a modern secular world. Only three men stand in the way,
with exceptional talents in law and finance but character flaws in equal measure. This would be a battle
which would engulf many in its path, with the oil riches of a sea and the survival of nations as prizes. As
panic floods the markets, a figure from the past emerges who holds the balance of power in his hands,
seeking justice for a crime hidden from the world for a lifetime. The theme of closeness between friends,
between lovers, and between father and daughter, pervades the book, as a terrifying conspiracy tears its way
through the international oil markets. But it is the haunting of a war criminal, and the unfathomable self-guilt
of a survivor, which drive forces which would clash across countries and continents in a remorseless quest
for revenge and retribution, and an insatiable need for spiritual salvation.
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From Reader Review To Steal a Sea for online ebook

Neil Higgins says

Disclaimer: I received this book for free through Goodreads First Reads.

A thoroughly enjoyable tale of Petr Damyanovitch's grandiose plan to restore Mother Russia to her rightful
place on the world stage. The action opens in war-torn Europe, following Damyanovitch as he advances with
the Red Army into a crumbling Nazi Germany, before moving on to more recent times.

The plan revolves around the manipulation of contracts and international money markets, but don't worry -
you don't need to be a financial whiz to be able to follow the plot.

Thoroughly recommended for lovers of a good thriller, and I for one am eagerly awaiting Simon Reagan's
next book.

Anne says

This book from Goodreads certainly took me out of my comfort zone.
This is an obviously well researched thriller based on political and financial corruption and lack of morals all
around.
The story is based around the international bond markets and goes into enormous detail whereby the reader
must necessarily concentrate and if you put in the effort the reward is great.
I read the first section introducing the war background of the main player Damyanovitch and whilst it was
extremely interesting I didn't feel it would hold my interest for the whole of the book as it seemed more a
history text book than a novel but I persevered and with the move to more modern times I finally became
fully embroiled in the plot.
At times extremely shocking and thought provoking, yet at others endearing, if you enjoy a complex plot
filled with detail I can thoroughly recommend To Steal A Sea.

Amy says

This was a pretty good read. IT was fast- paced with lots of action. I really enjoyed it.


